
CENTURY MANOR TASK FORCE 2
Monday January 19, 2015
6:00 p.m.

Nash/Jackson House, Battlefield Park

1. Call to Order, Greetings, & Welcome

Pat Saunders called the meeting to order and welcomed the group.

2. Introductions

Present: Pat Saunders, Gillian Hunt, Madeleine Mant, Annette Grossi, Brian Munroe,
John Kajaste, Matt Colella, Susan Ramsay, Frank Bernt, Robin McKee, Joe Mielko,
Helen Kirkpatrick, William Sommer, Christine Lei

Diane Dent and Steve Kulakowsky send regrets.

3. Appointment of Scribe 

Madeleine Mant volunteered.

4. Notes from the Inauguration Meeting (Monday December 8, 2014), as circulated.

Robin McKee noted that there should be a change to the minutes (page 2,
penultimate bullet point) – the sentence should read that “the Hamilton Historical
Board has not received approval to install a designation plaque at the corner of
West 5th and Fennell.” 

Pat thanked Leanne Pluthero for helping with the Twitter feed and Abdolah Mayo,
who provided information on crowdsourcing. She also thanked Christine Lei and
her daughter Natassia for helping with letter writing and Brian Munroe for
immediately contacting Pat and offering to help.

5. Business arising from the Notes:

(a) letter writing campaign

Bill Sommer provided several copies of a mailing list with crucial individuals to
contact regarding saving Century Manor.

(b) Freedom of Information

Craig Burley, in his capacity as a lawyer, is prepared to access information under the
Freedom of Information act and pay out of pocket. Five questions emerged from the



inaugural meeting (i.e., How much money has been spent thus far, etc.) and were
requested under FoIP by Craig. 

(c) Letter to the Premier

Christine and Natassia Lei helped with the letter that went to the Premier. Pat
informed the group that the Premier had responded and shared the Premier’s e-
mailed response. Kathleen Wynne thanked us for the e-mail and said the message
had been forwarded on to Ministers Brad Duguid (Minister of Economic
Development, Employment, and Infrastructure Ontario) and Michael Coteau
(Minister of Tourism, Culture, & Sport).

6. New Business:

(a) Officers

Pat has determined that we’ll be known as CMF2. She opened the floor to ask if
anyone wanted to be the chair, but everyone insisted Pat should stay as the chair.

Madeleine Mant is the secretary.

Bill Sommer offered to help set up a website and took on the mantle of webmaster.
He will set up a Gmail account preferably at savecenturymanor2@gmail.com for
people to use for sending questions, sharing photos, and etc. He plans to use
Wordpress to set up the website shell. The group approved the provision of the e-
mail list to Bill.

(b) Facebook

It was determined that Facebook would be an appropriate platform for
disseminating information concerning the Century Manor Task Force.

(c) Purpose of Task Force 2

Robin suggested that a mandate and/or mission statement needs to be written (will
be included on website).

Four Tenets/Themes of the Mission Statement:

- Saving the building; preventing demolition by neglect

- Rehabilitating the building; repurposing the building (as part of restoring),
repurposed for the future; adaptive reuse



- Building awareness of the cultural heritage past; education; preserving the
past; protection of the legacy; consideration of the building as material
culture; stewardship, ensuring the building remains in the public eye

- Accountability of Infrastructure Ontario

Question of the role of Infrastructure Ontario. Brian noted that we should figure out
how much money has been allocated toward the building. Also, what is the most
recent tender on the property? (Pat noted that Craig may have that information)

Pat shared the mission statement of IO:

“Minister Brad Duguid,
Economic Development,
Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure

Infrastructure Ontario – Crown Corporation wholly owned by the Province of
Ontario, established by the Ontario Infrastructure & Lands Corporation Act 2011
that defines our responsibilities to our shareholders. Infrastructure Ontario is
guided by Provincial Capital Plans which build on the success of the Renew Ontario
and the Province’s Building a Better To-Morrow framework.

Realestate management to satisfy our responsibilities as a landlord to public
services in Ontario.

Formerly Ontario Realty Corporation arms length agency outside of government.”

Bill noted that we need detailed information on the building provided more widely
to the members of the task force. 

Pat detailed her most recent foray into the building – she notes that information is
required concerning the property management company.

Will made the suggestion that an artist’s rendition of the building (pictured once
rehabilitated) would be useful to give the public a conception of the possibilities.

Joe noted that since the hospital construction is nearly done the time is right to
move forward on Century Manor rehabilitation – Pat noted that could be part of our
mandate.

Pat noted that Century Manor is not part of St. Joe’s, but it would be excellent to get
them on board.

What is the extent of Ontario Real Estate – how much of a portfolio is that? A further
question. Brian noted that we should attempt to find and contact other groups like
this task force to pool resouces.



(a) Plan for Action

Lobby and pressure! Storm the offices! 

Helen noted that the articles in the Spectator are helping keep the building in the
public eye. Further, a recent article in Urbanicity – Robin noted that there are
inaccuracies in the article (no haunted tunnels and etc.!) Robin noted that Jeff
Mahoney, Paul Wilson, John Wells, and a few other editors at the Spec are allies. 

Christine noted that Paul Wilson is on the Municipal Heritage Committee and has
responsibility for Century Manor. Thursday January 22, 2015 is their next meeting;
minutes are available online and the meetings are open to the public. Pat will be in
attendance – Room 264 at City Hall at noon. Correspondence from IO goes to the
Municipal Heritage Committee (MHC). Robin suggests recruiting a member of the
MHC to be part of the Century Manor Task Force. 

Who do we direct our energy towards? 

Pat laid a charge under the demolition by neglect by-law. All they found was one
broken window, so it was fixed. Christine notes that there’s a portico leaning and
the front porch is damaged – many things need fixing. Liability issues. Several
buildings, such as Wentworth School and St. Thomas have been in similar dire
straights and were, unfortunately, burnt down.

2004 report on Century Manor – would be useful for all members of the task
force to have access. Pat will ask Nina if the report is online. 

Christine raised the point that we need information regarding the fire code. Robin
noted that it’s Property Standards and this is only done if there’s a specific
complaint. 

Probably too early to show up at the building with hammers and seek publicity. 

Christine noted that we could add information concerning the building to the
signatures on task force members’ personal e-mails. 

Matt suggested making a video concerning the building. 

Bill suggested having posters made with juxtaposing pictures of how Century Manor
looks now versus the artist’s rendering. 

Plan of Action:



- attending the Municipal Heritage Committee meeting this week (determine
who is overseeing Century Manor, encourage them to join Task Force)

- setting up the website
- letter writing (Christine will draft)
- possible petition
- continue moving forward with plaquing (Robin)

Letter: 

Christine will adapt letter to Kathleen Wynne to be sent out by all members of the
Task Force. 

(a) Role Assignment – removed, dealt with under Officers.

(b) Other – Crowdfunding

Frank notes we don’t have the authority to collect money – what if the building gets
razed in the meantime? Bill suggests getting Architectural Conservancy of Ontario,
Ontario Heritage Trust, Heritage Canada and etc. involved – Pat notes that the letter
to OHT was forwarded on to IO.

Helen notes that the Architectural Conservancy of Ontario is meeting in Hamilton in
May – we should contact them to gauge interest. Helen drew attention to the
Century Manor 2004 report (pg. 30) that details concrete aspects that need work –
perhaps these can be the basis of asking for funding (i.e., specific fixes with specific
prices). Annette noted that we could bring forward some information concerning
the architect of Century Manor. Robin has already been contacted by them to do a
cemetery tour.

Robin notes that having a petition first would be prudent. Get more awareness
before we start crowd funding. 

Pat shared information from Abdolah – he suggests that crowd funding could be
advantageous for Century Manor. He says that using a webpage to ask for
endorsements to save Century Manor could bring more attention to the issue
beyond Hamilton and lead to seed funding. Project page would include History of
Century Manor (Spec articles and pertinent details), and Updates (i.e., meetings,
press, potential solutions). He’s provided the following link as an example:
http://spacehive.com/thebeatingheartofancoats.

Helen suggests that Abdolah should be invited to the next meeting after the task
force members have had a chance to peruse the above link.

Annette volunteered her Photoshop skills to work on some images of the building.



7. Date, time, location of next meeting

Nash/Jackson House, Battlefield Park
6 p.m.

Pat will send out a notice to have people vote on which day would work best.

8. Adjournment

7:24 p.m.

Report submitted by Madeleine Mant.


